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Abstract

Large high-technology companies operate in fiercely competitive international markets. To

succeed they need to shorten the cycle time of new product development (NPD) while im-

proving product quality and maintaining or reducing the total resources required. Their

abilities to meet these business goals depend on how extensively and effectively they col-

lect, analyze, and utilize requirements in their product development. Creating and sharing

such knowledge is complicated partly because the NPD activities of large companies are

geographically distributed. Groupware technologies allow knowledge to be created and

shared more effectively. Thus they hold considerable potential as means of meeting the

goals. Yet, little theory-based guidance is available to help design groupware-based re-

quirements management systems (RMS) for large geographically distributed organizations.

This paper draws on existing literature and experiences from large-scale distributed in-

dustrial development projects at Nokia to start building a design theory that answers the

following question: What are the necessary and sufficient properties of RMS and how RMS

should be designed and introduced in large high-technology companies to best achieve the

business goals? The main contributions of the paper are (1) the creation of a generic set of

requirements for RMS, (2) the development of the RMS design, and (3) the empirical vali-

dation of the design by analyzing instantiations of the design at various product lines of

Nokia.
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I. Introduction

The development of high technology products is characterized by pressures towards

shorter time-to-markets, increasing complexity of product designs, globalization of mar-

kets, and continuous price erosion. To succeed under these conditions, high-tech compa-

nies need to shorten the cycle time of new product development (NPD) while improving

product quality and maintaining or reducing the total resources required. Their abilities to

meet these business goals depend on how extensively and effectively they collect, analyze,

and utilize requirements in their product development. It is crucial that high-tech compa-

nies help their personnel become more knowledgeable about the marketplace and leverage

the accumulated knowledge effectively [15,26,30-31,37,43]. This is particularly true during

the earliest phases of NPD in which different functions – marketing and R&D in particular

- need to integrate their knowledge into a product concept that provides direction for the

downstream phases of NPD [8]. Indeed, there is plenty of evidence that knowledge integra-

tion is a key determinant of successful product development [7,10].

Yet, the achievement of such integration is complicated by several factors. In large compa-

nies the development activities are often scattered across multiple sites, which limits pos-

sibilities for setting up face-to-face meetings. Moreover, differences in organizational cul-

ture and divergent perceptions about the product’s mission may make it difficult to reach

an agreement about how the prospective product should be defined [8]. Against this back-

ground, communication, coordination, and collaboration support for the early phases of

NPD activities poses a significant challenge with substantial payoffs.

The rapid progress of networking technologies has offered new possibilities for the creation

and sharing of knowledge within organizations. Groupware systems for co-ordination and

collaboration, in particular, have helped organizations increase the productivity of their

knowledge-intensive processes. It is the quest for these productivity gains, which has

spurred multinationals to invest in networked information technology (IT) infrastructures

on top of which knowledge-reliant processes may be run.

Few, if any, studies have investigated holistically (1) which processes within NPD are ame-

nable to networked IT solutions, (2) what targets should be set for such solutions, and (3)

how these targets can be translated into (A) prescriptive, widely applicable, and theoreti-

cally grounded design processes and information system designs and (B) concrete imple-

mentations that not only meet the targets but enable the refinement and validation of the

design processes and conceptual designs as well as their underlying theories. For exam-

ple, Hameri and Nihtilä [19] consider the intranet-enabled use of product specifications in

a large NPD project and note that prior research on networked NPD-processes is very lim-
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ited. Gorton, Hawryszkiewycz and Fung [17] report positive results from groupware sup-

port in their experimental research, but are uncertain as to whether their findings from a

small scale environment apply to large development projects. Herlea and Greenberg [21]

present a groupware application for requirements engineering (RE) but note that their re-

search on the use of the room metaphor in RE is only a start towards a better under-

standing of how groupware can support distributed RE processes. Thus, there is a need for

further research on how networked IT solutions can be designed to enhance the effective-

ness of industrial NPD processes in multi-site and multi-organizational settings.

The focus of this paper lies at the intersection of computer-supported collaborative work

and RE. Specifically, the emphasis is on how groupware-based requirements management

systems (RMS) can be designed and used to redesign the earliest phases of product devel-

opment in multi-site, cross-functional NPD organizations. This RMS-enabled process de-

velopment should help high-tech companies meet the business goals and respond to the

challenges identified above.

Design theories, unlike other theories, support the achievement of goals [52]. Walls, Wid-

meyer, and El Sawy [52, p. 37] argue that the information systems (IS) “field has now ma-

tured to the point where there is a need for theory development based on paradigms en-

dogenous to the area itself” and call for information system design theories (ISDT) to fulfil

that need. An ISDT is “a prescriptive theory based on theoretical underpinnings which

says how a design process can be carried out in a way which is both effective and feasible”

[52, p. 37].

This paper serves as the first stage in building an ISDT for RMS in NPD organizations. It

builds on a three-stage research project that was conducted from 1995 to 1999 at Nokia.

In the first stage, we helped Nokia’s product lines redesign their requirements manage-

ment (RM) processes and migrate them onto a groupware platform. In designing these

groupware-supported RM processes, we collaborated with key personnel from R&D and

product marketing who took an active part in the status-quo analysis, target setting and,

later on, the institutionalization of RM processes. In the second stage – which was carried

out in parallel with this constructive research work – we conducted a literature review on

the use of groupware in NPD. The results of this review helped in the design of a group-

ware-supported RM process and lead us to believe that our work is of relevance to other

NPD settings as well because many of findings within Nokia were aligned with earlier ac-

counts in the research literature. Key deliverables from these two stages were (1) the crea-

tion of a generic set of requirements for RMS, (2) the development of the conceptual RMS
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design meeting the requirements, and (3) the domain specific instantiations of the design

in different product lines of Nokia. Hereafter, we use the terms “RMS” and “RMS artefact”

to refer, respectively, to the RMS design and an instantiation of RMS.

Finally, we also conducted an in-depth follow-up study at five business units of Nokia to

validate and refine RMS and to assess empirically the implications of RMS on the RM pro-

cesses. Towards this end, a total of 30 interviews were conducted with product and mar-

keting managers, R&D engineers and managers, and groupware and information manage-

ment specialists [47]. This third stage was conducted over a one-year period when RMS

had been introduced in about 15 product lines at Nokia. In this paper, we report some les-

sons from this validation of RMS, although the main focus is on the first two stages of the

research project.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II addresses the potential of groupware in NPD,

describes the research context at Nokia, characterizes design theories, and presents defi-

nitions of the components of an ISDT. Section III discusses requirements on RM tools in

distributed NPD organizations. Section IV translates these requirements into the concep-

tual design of RMS. Section V considers the deployment of RMS and discusses the impli-

cations of RMS on NPD to assess the validity of the RMS design. Conclusions and research

topics for future development and validation of the ISDT are given in the last section.

II. Groupware Support for Requirements Management

While the growth of groupware has been staggering in the 1990’s, much of groupware ap-

plication development has focused on administrative and operational processes - such as

order processing and purchasing – that are relatively well structured [27]. However, ad-

vances in commercially available groupware platforms (e.g., improved robustness, usabil-

ity, and functionality) have made these platforms increasingly viable options also for the

redesign and implementation of NPD processes which, by their very nature, are knowl-

edge-intensive and ill-structured [14,27].

The need for cross-functional communication is particularly critical in requirements man-

agement which covers (1) the systematic collection of information about customer needs,

technical constraints and, more generally, any information which needs to be accounted

for in product decisions, (2) the refinement of such information into representations that

are suitable for systematic assessments within the NPD organization, and (3) the prepara-

tion and recording of product decisions as part of the earliest milestone reviews in product

development [46].
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Much of the earlier literature suggests that RM processes, perhaps more than other NPD

processes (e.g., specification, system testing), are amenable to groupware support. First,

the need to establish good communication and collaboration between different functional

groups is often highest in requirements capture and analysis [25]. Second, this phase -

sometimes referred to as the “fuzzy front end” - belongs to the largest and cheapest op-

portunities to shorten the development cycle [39]. Third, groupware contributes to effective

knowledge sharing and integration, which are both processes that advanced software de-

velopment environments should support [12]. Fourth, many of the problems during the

later phases of the product life-cycle – such as the need for rework and failures in system

integration – can be attributed to fluctuating and conflicting requirements due to commu-

nication and co-ordination breakdowns [12]. Against this background, groupware appears

a promising platform for RM processes in NPD organizations with multi-site and cross-

functional development activities.

By supporting the management of codified knowledge1, groupware also contributes to the

creation of an organizational memory, that is, “the means by which knowledge from the

past is brought to bear on present activities, thus resulting in higher or lower levels of or-

ganizational effectiveness” ([40, p. 89]; see also [31-32]). This is crucial because products

such as telecommunications equipment are often delivered as incremental releases to ear-

lier versions of the products, wherefore the NPD organization needs to retrieve up-to-date

information about the features that have been supplied in earlier releases or, alternatively,

are planned for future releases. At best, tools for RM support can also help the NPD or-

ganization raise the maturity of its project planning practices, for instance by encouraging

the collection of information about estimated and actual data from earlier projects (e.g.,

milestones, work effort). Moreover, since groupware tools allow information to be retrieved

with few restrictions on time and place, they reduce organizational dependence on imme-

diate access (e.g., phone, face-to-face meetings) to the expertise of individual experts.

A. The Research Setting at Nokia

At Nokia, the motivation for developing a groupware-based RMS to support the earliest

phases of NPD arose from (1) the perceived need – as expressed by middle-level managers

in product marketing and R&D – to establish effective communication support for re-

quirements processes and from (2) the availability of a global groupware infrastructure

which was seen as a suitable platform for such communication. This is not to say that

other processes in NPD would not have been suitable for groupware support. Rather, it

                                                  
1 Tacit knowledge rooted in human intentional action, while an important component of organiza-
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was felt that the payoff from such support would be highest in the context of RM proc-

esses, given the geographical dispersion and extensive communication needs of the

stakeholders.

The main objective of the RMS development was to implement robust, scaleable, and ef-

fective processes for the activities, which precede the earliest milestone reviews. These ac-

tivities include (1) the capture of new product ideas from product marketing, R&D, and

other relevant sources as an input to the RM process; (2) the conversion of such ideas into

well-defined expressions of product functionality; (3) the assessment of proposed func-

tionalities in view of their market potential, technical feasibility, compliance with product

strategy, and other factors that are relevant to product decisions; (4) the recording of

go/no-go decisions about the product functionalities; (5) systematic monitoring of the pro-

cess by all stakeholders; and (6) the preservation and dissemination of the data resulting

from the exchange of ideas on the electronic media.

The development of RMS was organized as a joint project between the Nokia Research

Center (NRC), the corporate research unit of Nokia, and Nokia’s business units (BU)2. Ini-

tially, two BUs from Nokia Telecommunications and one from Nokia Mobile Phones were

involved in RMS development, but after the first eight months the number of BUs grew to

five. Each BU appointed a project representative (typically a person with very good knowl-

edge about the NPD process, e.g., quality manager) who then collaborated with NRC on the

assessment of RM needs, the specification of enhanced processes, the design of RMS and,

later on, the institutionalization of groupware-supported RM processes.

The BUs faced considerable challenges in developing telecommunications products which

were (1) aimed at a well-defined marketplace or market segment and (2) defined in terms of

features so that – from the customer’s point of view – each feature was an implementation

of some desired functionality. A key objective of the groupware-supported RM process,

therefore, was to support the generation and selection of new product features subject to

the constraints imposed by product strategy, available resources, and compatibility re-

strictions (e.g., choice of platform; see [29]).

At the beginning of RMS development, an extensive round of interviews was conducted

with some 40 representatives from the different BUs. The existing documentation struc-

ture was also analyzed in order to better understand RM processes as they were. These

analyses produced ideas, which supported the development of early RMS pilot implemen-

tations. These implementations were first taken into limited operational use at four BUs

                                                                                                                                                             
tional memory, is beyond our scope [30-31].
2 At NRC, the first author was the manager of the project at the time when the RMS was developed.
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for a period of some six months during which suggestions for improvement were made and

integrated into RMS (see section IV). Once the BUs were convinced of the benefits of

groupware support, RMS was effectively frozen and the RMS artefacts were deployed into

large-scale operational use. By this time, RMS development had taken about one and a

half years, whereby the adoption of the artefacts proceeded in parallel with the build-up of

a corporate-wide Lotus Notes  infrastructure.

The participation of several BUs was instrumental in designing a generic, productized RMS

solution which was eventually deployed to more than a dozen product lines by the end of

the 1990s. First, the involvement of several BUs produced more ideas than what would

have been gained from discussions with a single BU. Second, the collaboration with many

BUs through the development of pilot RMS implementations helped differentiate between

those aspects of the RM process which were generic to all product lines and those which

were product or product line specific. The key benefits of a generic RMS template are that

it (1) provides some level of harmonization for RM processes (e.g., concepts), (2) allows for

improved interoperability between RM artefacts, (3) supports the maintenance and further

development of RMS as there is only one template, (4) facilitates product documentation

and user support (i.e., documentation and support resources need not be distributed over

multiple RMS designs, making the learning and adoption of RMS artefacts easier and

faster), and (5) makes it possible to outsource the RMS development, maintenance and

user support to external service providers if the internal IT organization cannot or does not

want to take long-term responsibility for RMS. This need for a productized RMS solution is

one of the reasons why we do not describe the BUs or the first RMS designs in detail: in-

stead, we highlight the meta-requirements, which applied in all the BUs and shaped the

development of a generic RMS template.

While the RMS artefacts were implemented on top of Lotus Notes , this paper aims at

providing guidance for implementing RMS artefacts also on other platforms with capabili-

ties for enacting role-oriented workflow processes. Thus, we do not discuss the particular

features of Lotus Notes , since such information is readily available from vendors and

quickly outdated, too. It suffices to note that Notes  provides appealing features such as a

distributed database architecture3, stringent access controls, multi-platform support,

threaded discussions and possibilities for mobile access.

B. Theory Development for Designing Requirements Management Systems

Theoretical guidance is relatively scarcely available in the literature to help build RMS.

                                                  
3 That is, identical copies of the RMS database were maintained on several servers.
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This paper draws upon relevant literature and the empirical research at Nokia to start

building an ISDT for RMS in NPD organizations. In the following, we characterize design

theories and present definitions of the components of an ISDT. Subsequent sections

elaborate on these components to develop the preliminary ISDT for RMS.

Design theories have several distinct characteristics that differentiate them from other

theories [52, p. 40-41]:

1. They must deal with goals as contingencies. For example, the ISDT for RMS states that

if the business goals (shortening the cycle time of NPD while improving product quality

and maintaining or reducing the total resources required) are to be achieved, then

RMS should be designed and used to redesign RM processes.

2. They prescribe both the properties an artefact should have if it is to achieve certain

goals and the method(s) of artefact construction.

3. A design theory can never involve pure prediction or explanation. For example, the

ISDT for RMS explains what properties RMS should have and how RMS should be built

and predicts that an RMS will achieve its goals (i.e., supporting the attainment of the

business goals) to the extent that it possesses the properties and is built using the

methods prescribed by the theory.

4. They are prescriptive, composite theories integrating explanatory, predictive, and nor-

mative kernel theories from natural and social sciences and mathematics into design

paths that realize more effective design and use. They involve both the application of

scientific theory to design artefacts and the use of the scientific method to test design

theories (usually by building and testing the artefacts empirically).

5. Design theories tell “how to (achieve the goal)/because” whereas explanatory theories

tell “what is”, predictive theories tell “what will be”, and normative theories tell “what

should be (the goal)”.

For example, a theory about the role of RMS champions might be devised (1) stating that

NPD organizations aim at improving communication, coordination, and collaboration by

means of leveraging RMS and (2) hypothesizing that NPD organizations with powerful RMS

champions are more likely to achieve this goal. The purpose of the theory is not to achieve

the goal but to predict that goal achievement is more likely when a certain condition (pow-

erful RMS champion) is met. Such theory development can only contribute to the founda-

tion laid by this paper, if it is done in the context and as a part of developing a design the-

ory. For example, the theory can be used to develop those aspects of the design theory

that guide the design process of RMS together with the design of RM processes.
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Walls et al. [52, p. 42] argue that an ISDT must have two aspects: “one dealing with the

product and one dealing with the process of design.” They define four components of the

product aspect:

(1) Meta-requirements describe the class of goals to which the theory applies. Meta-

requirements for building an ISDT for RMS are described in Section III.

(2) Meta-design describes a class of artefacts hypothesized to meet the meta-

requirements. The meta-design of RMS is presented in Section IV.

(3) Kernel theories [TKK1]are theories from natural or social sciences and mathematics

governing design requirements. They are discussed in Section VI.

(4) Testable design product hypotheses are used to test whether the meta-design satisfies

the meta-requirements. They are discussed in Section VI.

Walls et al. [52, p. 43] define three components of the process aspect:

(1) Design method describes procedures for artefact construction.

(2) Kernel theories of the design process aspect [TKK2]are theories from “natural or so-

cial sciences governing design process itself” [52, p. 43].

(3) Testable design process hypotheses are used “to verify whether the design method

results in an artefact which is consistent with the meta-design” [52, p. 43].

These three components are discussed in Section VI.

III. Meta-requirements for Groupware-Based RM processes

In this section, we present the meta-requirements, which shaped the implementation of

RMS at Nokia, and introduce a framework for analyzing them. These meta-requirements

were derived from a literature survey and semistructured interviews with middle-level

R&D managers at Nokia BUs. The interviews typically lasted about two hours and were

conducted to identify (1) what objectives should be placed on RM support and (2) what

factors should be accounted for as potential pitfalls in RMS deployment. The results of

most interviews were quite similar and in line with earlier reports in the research litera-

ture, which made it easier to synthesize them to support RMS development.

The framework (see Table 1) considers meta-requirements in relation to the generic func-

tionalities that RMS has to offer in support of (1) communication, (2) control and (3)

change. Here, communication is understood as the ability of RMS to disseminate require-
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ments information within the NPD organization, including information about the rationale

for RM and its relationships to external environment, other NPD processes and attendant

organizational responsibilities, among other things. Control is needed to ensure that re-

quirements are dealt with in accordance with approved principles and procedures and in

alignment with the objectives that have been placed on RM. Because products, technolo-

gies, and customers change, it is crucial that RMS artefacts remain amenable to adjust-

ments at all levels of RM activity.

Each of these functionalities can be examined in relation to (A) context, (B) process and (C)

content (see Table 1) characterizing the domains where RMS artefacts are used. Here, con-

text refers to those attributes of the external environment (e.g., market segments), techno-

logical positioning (e.g., standards, interfaces to other products) and organizational setting

(e.g., allocation of responsibilities) that are needed to establish a sufficiently encompassing

framework for storing, refining, assessing and retrieving requirements. Process, in turn,

refers to the temporal structuring, sequencing and monitoring of the tasks that are carried

out in order to derive approved product specifications from requirements information. Fi-

nally, content refers to the means of describing requirements (e.g., notational conventions).

Table 1. Framework for Analyzing Meta-Requirements for RMS

Table 1 lists several meta-requirements, which have been derived from an examination of

the generic functionalities. We conjecture that these requirements apply also to other large

and multi-site NPD organizations which seek to develop consecutive releases of high-

technology products within tight schedule constraints; this conjecture appears warranted

due to the close parallels to the requirements identified by Foster et al. [16], for instance.

Below, we discuss these meta-requirements in more detail.

A. Meta-Requirements in Support of Communication

Integration of Functional Units

Both our interviews and earlier accounts in the literature suggested that all stakeholders –

product marketing and R&D, in particular – should contribute to the product definition.

Griffin and Hauser [18] and Trott [54], for example, report that product success is more

likely if marketing, R&D, and production share information on all aspects of the product.

Theofanos and Fleeger [42] cite several benefits associated with the deployment of multi-

disciplinary competencies in requirements elicitation (e.g., improved system usability,
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testability, maintainability, and overall quality). Käkölä [48-51] states that the disjuncture

between the design and use of products should, if possible, be eliminated by understand-

ing the various domains of use, positioning the products in the domains and value net-

works during the design stage, and designing the products so that they make this posi-

tioning transparent and clear to those using the products in the deployment stage.

In their empirical study, Cooper and Kleinschmidt [11] attribute the higher performance of

product development teams to the adoption of cross-functional groups, effective communi-

cation, and overlapping product-development phases. Burchill and Fine [8] conclude that

increased functional integration contributes to the participation of individuals in all early

NPD phases and leads to a more credible design. This, in turn, is likely to strengthen the

developers’ commitment to the product concept, reduce misdirected development efforts

and shorten the overall product development time (see also [5]).

Our interviews were very much aligned with these studies. For example, a senior market-

ing and sales specialist in one BU stated:

“I believe that the biggest challenge is not in whether the marketing people

communicate well or whether the marketing and R&D people integrate well. We

usually have a small team of marketing and R&D people that develop a com-

mon understanding of the product concept or feature and convince our top

management that it should be implemented, but the developers will be people

who are not directly involved in that front-end process. The biggest challenge is

in communicating the original need and idea to those people that eventually

start defining the specification and implementing the solution so that they

really understand holistically why this is done and what need it should fulfil.

After all, this communication will influence to what extent the solution will ful-

fil the original need and ideas.”

Because these processes involve stakeholders from several functions, it follows that meth-

ods and tools for the earliest phases of RM processes should be relatively simple. This is

because there are several interfaces to organizations (e.g., sales, product marketing) that

come into contact with requirements only intermittently and are not keen on learning

complicated processes, methods, or tools.

The solicitation of requirements is crucial, wherefore the submission of new requirements

can be explicitly encouraged by asking the stakeholders for their input periodically or pos-

sibly by giving rewards for the best ideas, for instance. As a practical design step for en-

suring that the expertise of different stakeholders can be fully leveraged, it may be advan-

tageous to send automated requests through escalation procedures or automatic e-mail
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notifications (see, e.g., [17]). These mechanisms relieve the stakeholders from the need to

continually monitor the RM process. Conversely, putting excessive demands on the initial

requirements, for instance by insisting on detailed estimates about the impact4 of each

requirement, may discourage stakeholders.

Elaboration and Application of Domain Models

To support access to requirements information, it is crucial that sufficiently rich domain

models are applied when organising requirements. These domain models need to reflect

the diversity of data and, among other things, they should describe the physical and logi-

cal attributes of product structure (e.g., performance and reliability). In addition, they

should cover the organizational entities that are responsible for the management of re-

quirements information, whereby the RMS artefacts can assist in the allocation of author-

ity and responsibility.

Traceability

Traceability support is motivated by several reasons. First, traceability enhances the level

of communication support, as the originators of requirements can identify the documents

that their input has lead to and, conversely, the designers can get in touch with origina-

tors of the requirements. Second, traceability contributes to a more legitimate and open

decision process by enhancing cross-functional integration and broad participation [44].

Third, a traceability program is called for whenever the project is complex, the safety of the

system is critical, or there is a need to see different types of documents and their interre-

lationships [45]. For example, initially submitted requirements vary greatly (i.e., function-

ality, required work effort, number of interfaces), and thus there is a need to support the

(1) the separation of large requirements into smaller constituents and (2) the aggregation

of smaller requirements into larger entities. In addition, because in large organization sev-

eral persons may produce similar or related ideas, there is a need to support the linking of

new ideas to earlier ones and, more generally, the creation and maintenance of links be-

tween different layers of documentation (e.g., new ideas vs. derived feature proposals).

                                                  
4 The impact of a requirement refers to the implications that its implementation would have on the
product architecture, release scheduling and the allocation of work between development teams,
among other things.
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Accessible IT Infrastructure

In large, multi-site NPD organizations, widespread access to a robust IT infrastructure is a

prerequisite for the deployment of groupware support for RM processes. Furthermore, RM

processes have many interfaces to other processes (e.g., sales, customer services) and to

other organizations (e.g., customers and subcontractors), which in turn poses challenges

for systems interoperability. In practice, this implies that proprietary RMS platforms can-

not be considered for the user-interface front-ends of RMS artefacts unless they support

Internet standards and protocols. For example, customer service portals can be built and

requirements management support can be one of the services provided, when the RMS

platform is compatible with Internet and thus accessible through standard web browsers.

The geographical dispersion of NPD sites is a critical consideration in evaluating the data-

base architecture of the RMS platform. Moreover, the platform must integrate well with

other components of the corporate IT infrastructure (e.g., email, modelling and testing

systems, spreadsheet-based analysis tools) and be deployable cost-effectively within the

entire NPD organization.

Overall, the choice of an RMS platform is a strategic decision with regard to the possibili-

ties that the interoperability of different IT systems and their evolution may open up.

B. Meta-Requirements in Support of Control

Elaboration of Control Procedures

Having the requirements in an RMS increases their visibility and thus makes it easier to

control them. Nevertheless, explicit control procedures are needed to guarantee that re-

quirements evolve only in intended and controlled ways. Such procedures also facilitate

the dissemination of domain knowledge: as change requests are handled in the context of

the documents they pertain to, newly hired R&D engineers can better understand the rea-

sons behind change requests and the implications they would lead to. Thus, instead of

merely recording the outcome of a change request assessment (accept/reject), it is in-

structive to provide detailed information about the expected impacts caused by the imple-

mentation of these requests (e.g., schedule, work effort).

Implementation of Incentive Structures and Clear Allocation of Responsibilities

People collaborate only if they have an incentive to do so [1,33-34], either due to social

(e.g., recognition of expertise) or managerial (e.g., monetary) incentives. To some extent,
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groupware can assist in the implementation of incentives because it makes the content

and extent of computer-mediated collaboration visible and measurable. Visibility, in par-

ticular, leads to a wider awareness of the different types expertise in the NPD organization

and induces self-control over incorrect information [1, p. 273]. Measurement (e.g., number

of documents submitted to the RM process), on the other hand, can be used as a basis of

managerial incentives.

An important dimension of control is the ability to determine the originator of any docu-

ment as well as the persons who have made changes to it [4]. This contributes to (1) the

clarification of responsibilities, (2) increased visibility of knowledge (i.e., who knows what),

and (3) the implementation of incentives. Specifically, responsibilities can be allocated by

associating with each document an owner who has relevant expertise and is held account-

able for that document.

Support for Decision Making

Critical decision milestones in NPD include (1) go/no-go decisions about which feature

proposals, derived from submitted requirements, will be subjected to in-depth studies and,

once such feasibility studies have been completed, (2) the selection of which features will

be transferred to development work [8]. These decisions are taken within the framework of

product strategy, which builds on technological roadmaps, and analyses of market seg-

ments. In the above decisions, product strategy can be accounted for by explicitly defining

the criteria against which the proposed product features are assessed.

To assist in organizational decision making, RMS should support (1) the identification of

stakeholders who - in view of their experience and responsibilities - are positioned to as-

sess suggested product functionalities, (2) the solicitation of evaluation and review reports

on feature proposals, as well as informal feedback that contributes to a better under-

standing of the product and its mission (e.g., changes in the customer’s competive posi-

tion); and (3) the maintenance and use of relevant document attributes (e.g., document’s

author, time of creation, relationships to other documents). A key determinant of decision

quality is how well knowledge of the NPD organization as a whole and particularly the ex-

pertise of its more experienced members is leveraged. Here, an important design concern

is the facilitation of mutual critiquing to enhance the quality of information generated

during requirements assessment [4].
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C. Meta-Requirements in Support of Change

Responsive to Organizational Changes

Modern NPD organizations, especially high-technology companies, are often subjected to

rapid structural changes [9]. In consequence, RM processes and associated groupware

support should be flexible so that new structures and responsibilities can be introduced

without necessitating major disruptions in RMS use. This implies that the NPD organiza-

tion needs to maintain information about (1) the context in which the RM processes take

place and (2) the roles which the different stakeholders have in these processes.

Specifically, RMS should also permit the realization of alternative subprocesses so that

error reports, for instance, can be treated differently from requests for major functional

extensions (see for example [2]). Thus, RMS should allow for flexible parameterization in-

stead of enforcing a single “hard-coded” RM process: Smith and Reinertsen [39], for exam-

ple, note that “without alternative processes, all projects tend to get sent through the

same process, a common denominator that suits no objective well.”

Scalability

Scalability is critical in industrial projects with thousands of documents and hundreds of

daily users. The need for scalability manifests itself at the levels of having (1) a robust IT

platform, which is capable of handling the sheer volume of documentation, and (2) appro-

priate representational schemes with the help of which requirements are organised and

retrieved. The first of these items is mainly determined by the underlying IT platform. The

second item implies that the approach to metamodeling (e.g., product structure, roles and

responsibilities) should, if possible, be flexible enough to accommodate organizational

changes and extensions to the RM process itself. Since these extensions may not be

known at the time when the RM process is first introduced, RMS should build on generic

principles which are likely to support the instantiation of new subprocesses (e.g., handling

of errors related to a new interface to another product line).

IV. Meta-Design for the Groupware-Based RMS

This section outlines a generic meta-design for RMS, which responds to the above meta-

requirements. This meta-design is by no means the “best” or the only one; rather, it exem-

plifies the design that was based on the discussions with BU representatives and then

evolved in response to the feedback from RMS pilot implementations at Nokia BUs. The

meta-design is presented from an informational perspective, while the next section consid-
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ers organizational and processual dimensions (see, e.g., [35] for a discussion of comple-

mentary modelling perspectives).

A. Phases of Requirements Management

Associated with the work of Yeh [46], we are concerned with the following phases of re-

quirements management (see Table 2):

Table 2. Phases in Requirements Management.

It is instructive to associate these five phases with the attendant processes of organiza-

tional memory, i.e., acquisition, retention, maintenance, search, and retrieval of informa-

tion [40,43]. That is, requirements capture and categorization relate, respectively, to the

acquisition and retention of information; requirements refinement and assessment relate

to the maintenance of information; and finally, requirements follow-up deals with the

search and retrieval of information.

Requirements Capture

In this phase, the purpose of RMS is to facilitate the collection of requirements from all the

relevant stakeholders (e.g., customers, sales, product marketing, R&D). To foster the ac-

ceptance of RMS, it is advisable not to impose undue constraints on the representation

and substance of requirements. The key issue is to make the RMS accessible to all

stakeholders so that they can easily submit new ideas at the time when they are first rec-

ognized.

Requirements Categorization

Submitted requirements must be placed into their proper context to support their reten-

tion, retrieval, interpretation, clarification and validation. Here, it is crucial to develop do-

main models about the customer’s use environment ([8], e.g., business processes), the

physical and logical product structure, as well as the associated roles and responsibilities

within the NPD organization. The design of RMS features for this phase is presented in

IV.C.
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Requirements Refinement

The raw material produced through requirements capture and categorization needs to be

converted into prospective product features about which decisions can be made. This

takes place through three processes:

1. Requirements aggregation, where small entities are assembled into well-defined product

features,

2. Requirements separation, where large concepts are divided into smaller ones that can

be meaningfully analyzed. In system deliveries, for instance, the separation process in-

cludes the allocation of related requirements to different product lines.

3. Elimination of redundancies, where related ideas – possibly proposed by several people

independently – are linked to each other to avoid duplication of effort in analysis.

RMS support for these processes consists of traceability links and layering of documenta-

tion. The design of RMS features for this phase is presented in section IV.B.

Requirements Assessment

In this phase, requirements and proposed product features are evaluated, in order to de-

cide which features are aligned with the product strategy and commercially and techni-

cally feasible. These decisions should be based on the best available information, and they

need to be taken in a timely, consistent, justifiable and identifiable manner so that, later

on, it is possible to determine where, when, and by whom and on what grounds the deci-

sions were taken. RMS support for this phase is presented in section IV.E.

Requirements Follow-Up

Once the product decisions have been made, the features provide a foundation for the

later phases of product development. To support these phases (i.e., detailed product speci-

fication, implementation and testing), the requirements in the RMS should be made visible

to the stakeholders in the NPD organization that take part in them. In particular, addi-

tional insights can be gained by allowing the R&D personnel to trace the requirements

back to their origins, while those who initially submitted the requirements might be inter-

ested in examining just how far the implementation of corresponding features has pro-

gressed. Sections IV.B and IV.D discuss support for the follow-up processes.
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B. Layering of Documentation

To separate the inputs to the RM process from their implications in terms of new product

features, it is helpful to establish a layered documentation structure. This also makes it

possible to apply different quality controls to the different layers of documentation.

In its simplest form, the layered documentation structure consisted only of two layers:

product ideas and feature proposals (see Table 3). Conceptually, these terms distinguish

between identified customer needs and derived product functionalities; much in the same

way as the terms “user requirement” and “system requirement” separate customers’ con-

cerns from technical considerations in structured requirements analysis (see, e.g., [41]).

Table 3. Two-Layered Document Structure.

The two-layered documentation structure supports the channelling of new product ideas

into suggestions about prospective product features so that go/no-go decisions about the

launch of feasibility studies can be taken (c.f., section III.B). Extending the scope of

groupware support beyond feasibility studies would call for further documentation layers.

Additional documentation layers might also be called for if the product ideas differ consid-

erably in size (e.g., number of interfaces, resource expenditure), whereby intermediate lay-

ers would assist in splitting broad concepts into smaller ones.

A further reason for the layered documentation structure is that different customers often

have similar requirements while, internally, several people in a large NPD organization

may come up with related ideas. As a result, the refinement of every new product idea into

a full-fledged feature proposal would lead to a duplicate effort, which can be avoided by

linking related product ideas to a single feature proposal. Thus, the creation of links be-

tween product ideas and feature proposals is driven by the need to implement an efficient

assessment process.

Bi-directional links between product ideas and feature proposals provide full traceability

support (c.f., section III.A). Specifically, these links permit the originators of product ideas

to examine the feature proposals that their input has lead to, including the status of these

proposals in the NPD process. Traceability links are also helpful in that designers can ac-

cess and study the ideas, which motivated the development of the feature proposal. Thus,

one of the advantages of traceability links is that the designers can get in touch with the

originators of product ideas.
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In the RMS artefacts at Nokia, the number of incoming ideas has been several times (e.g.,

three to five) larger than that of derived feature proposals, which is indicative of the need

to have a layered documentation structure. The links between product ideas and feature

proposals often involve many-to-many relationships, which can be maintained by the re-

sponsible document owners.

C. Domain Modelling

At the beginning of the RM process, new product ideas are first associated with a domain

model about the product structure, which is then used to allocate responsibilities for the

further processing of these ideas. This relieves the contributors of new product ideas from

the need to attend to the processing of the ideas they have submitted. The allocation of

these responsibilities also ensures that the NPD organization can trust the validity of the

RMS contents.

For the sake of clarity, it is helpful to divide the requirement documents (both product

ideas and feature proposals) into sections, which provide answers to specific questions.

Table 4 presents such a division and describes associated attributes.

Table 4. The Generic Structure of a Requirement.

 

For product ideas, the origins of the requirement must be specified. For feature proposals,

the origins section may be omitted since this information can be obtained from the prod-

uct ideas through the traceability links. On the other hand, the analysis section of feature

proposals must be completed with care.

An RMS instantiation can be developed by choosing sections from the above template,

whereby the domain models about the product structure and the NPD organization need

to be developed. To manage the workflow, it is also necessary to choose status flags that

describe different phases in the processing of requirements (e.g., New - Categorized - Ana-

lyzed - For Review - Approved / Rejected / Postponed), as well as the persons to whom the

requirement should be assigned in these phases, for instance on the basis of the expertise

they have.
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 Role- or Phase-Sensitive Document Layouts

A possibility in context modelling is that of making the document layout contingent on the

particular phase that the document is in. For example, the due date for a review report

and the names of the reviewers might be placed at the top of a document that is currently

under review so that these pieces of information are easily noticed.

However, our experiences at Nokia suggest that context-sensitivity needs to be employed

with caution. First, the development of context-sensitive layouts may lead to a more com-

plex process and complicate the design of the RMS, making it harder to adapt it to future

changes. Second, context-sensitivity must be implemented intuitively, for otherwise those

users who do not use the RMS regularly may find difficulty in understanding “what is go-

ing on” or why the system behaves the way it does.

History

A critical element in RM (e.g., in terms of traceability; see section III.A) and control of in-

formation (section III.B) is the development of an organizational memory of how, when and

by whom the requirements have been modified. Towards this end, the requirements

should be appended with a history section which accumulates triplets consisting of (1) the

date of modification, (2) the name of the person who modified the document, and (3) the

status in which the document was as a result of the modification (e.g., New, Rejected, Ap-

proved). By examining these history sections, it is possible to examine how the require-

ments have evolved and, if necessary, contact the persons who made the changes. Such a

possibility is especially useful when a routine process breaks down unexpectedly and the

reasons for the breakdown must be found and eliminated to continue the execution of

routines (c.f., [48, 50]).

D. Information Navigation

In Lotus Notes , information search and retrieval are supported through views. These are

hierarchical document lists in which one or more of the leftmost columns are sorted with

regard to the corresponding document attributes. Combined with the ability to store mul-

tiple types of information, views provide a powerful support for organizational memory

([28], pp. 263-264).

To make the most out of views and the associated possibilities for navigation, it is helpful

to exploit the different dimensions along which requirements related information might be
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searched for. At the broadest level of analysis, it is possible to identify role-, content-, and

process-oriented views, of which examples are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Role-, Content-, and Process-Oriented Views for Information Navigation.

It may be desirable to restrict the visibility of some requirements to a subset of the NPD

organization. Such restrictions reduce the possibility of information leaks and decrease

the risk of premature conclusions about the features, which might be forthcoming in fu-

ture, product releases. To achieve this, read and write access rights can be managed at the

level of individual documents. At Nokia, the document owners were responsible for deter-

mining the persons (or groups thereof) with appropriate rights for read and write access.

In addition to the views in Table 4, two other RMS features were helpful in supporting in-

formation navigation: To Do-views and e-mail notifications. To Do-views contained, from

the perspective of each user, only those documents that were specifically under his or her

responsibility, or alternatively, assigned to him or her for specific action (e.g., review re-

port). With these views, the users could readily complete all the tasks for which they were

responsible. Furthermore, e-mail notifications were sent to the persons from whom addi-

tional inputs and reactions were solicited. These notifications were instrumental in gaining

the attention of those experts from whom inputs were being solicited on an occasional ba-

sis (c.f., section III.A).

E. Support for Requirements Assessment

As discussed in section III.B, a central issue in RMS design is the question of what tools

should be provided to support the assessment of prospective product features. Formal

evaluation approaches such as quality function deployment [3, 20, 22] lead to a more

thorough analysis as they force the NPD organization to systematically examine proposed

features in view of the objectives that have been placed on product development at large.

Yet, the usefulness of complex evaluation practices may be limited in distributed NPD or-

ganizations: the sheer amount of submitted requirements (say, dozens of new product

ideas per a day) limits possibilities for employing lengthy evaluation procedures which

would call for inputs from several experts. Thus, more “lightweight approaches” to decision

support may be preferred.

In our case at Nokia, formal evaluation practices were not integrated into RMS. Instead,

the most significant evaluation concerns for feature proposals were identified and itemized
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on separate review forms (e.g., usability, market value, and technical feasibility). For each

proposal, the reviewers employed these forms to supply their decision recommendation

(e.g., accept or reject) and a brief justification for it. This approach was chosen as compro-

mise between (1) the complexity of the method, (2) the amount of information needed in

support of product decisions, and (3) the work effort which could be devoted to the analy-

sis.

More generally, our experience suggests that it may be sufficient to raise the NPD organi-

zation’s awareness of the relevant decision criteria without enforcing formal evaluations

along them all. First, the burden and costs of obtaining formal evaluation reports from the

NPD organization should not exceed the benefits, which are perceived to result from such

evaluations. Second, the role, applicability, and importance of the criteria vary over time,

and they depend on hard-to-quantify measures such as the strategic role of a certain cus-

tomer in long-term partnerships. Third, while formal approaches (e.g., voting, scoring, and

weighting) are helpful in the aggregation of assessments, their straightforward application

may nevertheless be too simplistic and mechanistic, especially if applied to features that

are image-laden or otherwise hard to quantify (see, e.g., [23]).

To support the assessment of feature proposals, RMS was coupled with an organizational

domain model that explicated the fields of expertise of the different persons in the NPD

organization. This was done by implementing adjunct databases, which contained infor-

mation about the persons who were specialists in, for example, specific markets or stan-

dards. With the help of this information, feature proposals could more easily be allocated

to the most competent persons for review. This modelling of “know-who” also contributed

to the visibility of domain knowledge (section III.A) and the adaptability of RMS artefacts in

response to organizational changes.

F. Allocation of Responsibilities

In RMS, requirements control was achieved by assigning a responsible owner to each

product idea and feature proposal. This owner was held accountable for ensuring that (1)

the documents assigned to him or her were translated into more detailed representations

in preparation of product decisions and that (2) the evaluation and review rounds were

undertaken in due time. Furthermore, the owner was responsible for monitoring changes

or feedback to these requirements, and for the introduction of sanctions, if necessary.

Explicit change control procedures were enforced especially in cases where other deliver-

ables (design specifications, software code, test plans, customer documentation) had been

derived from the feature proposals. These controls were, again, enforced through organ-
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izational responsibilities so that the owner was, for instance, held accountable for ensur-

ing that the acceptance of a change request would not lead to adverse side effects or un-

foreseen impacts (see for example [24]). Here, traceability support and domain models

about external interfaces were instrumental in the implementation of change controls.

G. Manageability through Metrics

An appealing aspect of groupware-based RM processes is that the infrastructure can

automatically provide some quantitative metrics. These metrics provide a clearer view of

how the NPD process is functioning and what shortcomings stand in the way of better

performance. Thus, the metrics not only highlight what is happening but also suggest ar-

eas for process improvement [14,38]. A reasonably holistic measurement program is, in

fact, a prerequisite for understanding the NPD process [36].

From the perspective of groupware implementation, the easiest metrics to obtain are those

which deal with (1) the volume of documents in a certain category of a domain model, (2)

the duration that documents spend in the different phases of their lifecycle, and (3) com-

binations of these. For instance, a metric about the number of documents submitted by a

given author is an example of the first category, while the percentage of documents that

have not been processed within the targeted review times belongs to the third category.

Table 6 lists metrics that were provided through combinations of metrics in the above

categories.

Table 6. Examples of Metrics.

Although groupware offers extensive possibilities for obtaining different types of metrics,

these metrics should nevertheless be derived from the overall objectives placed on the

NPD process. Here, approaches such as goal-question-metric approaches (see for example

[6]) are helpful in clarifying the process goals and translating these goals into specific met-

rics. For example, if the main target in improving NPD processes were that of shortening

the cycle time, then the role of time-oriented metrics would be highlighted, perhaps at the

expense of effort-related metrics.

The metrics in Table 6 are based on information that can be (1) supplied by software

agents running on the RMS database or (2) derived from logs about database usage. Apart

from these, an RMS artefact can be used to request subjective estimates for the computa-

tion of other metrics such as how long the users work with certain documents. While there
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are few inherent limitations on collecting such subjective metrics, the cost and effort in-

volved must nevertheless be weighed against the benefits of acquiring them [13].

V. Validating the Meta-Design of RMS

In order to assess the validity of the meta-design of RMS, we report experiences from RMS

support in Nokia based on interviews with NPD process owners, product managers and ot-

her RMS users in the product lines, which had adopted RMS artefacts by the end of 1990s.

A. The Adoption of Revised RM Processes

Before the adoption of RMS artefacts, the RM processes were relatively informal since

much of the communication took place through e-mail messaging and phone calls. With

the rapid growth of the NPD organization, however, it became increasingly difficult to gain

an overview of the RM activities because these types of communication did not leave traces

that could be easily followed.

During the RMS deployment, an RMS representative – typically the owner of the RM proc-

ess – was appointed at each BU. The task of this representative – or RMS champion – was

to motivate the adoption of the RMS artefact, to organise training sessions and, more gen-

erally, to answer questions on the artefact and its use. A benefit of having an appointed

representative was that the RMS users could address questions to a person they already

knew in their own NPD organization. As a result, they felt that the artefact was more of

their own, rather than a solution that was being imposed by other Nokia units.

While the stakeholders acknowledged the communication problems before the field trials

were started, it was nevertheless felt that an intensive internal training program would be

needed to describe the objectives of RMS deployment. Another reason for the training pro-

gram was that the users would have to adopt the artefact at the same time: since the pur-

pose of RMS was to support communication, coordination, and collaboration, it would be

successful only if all the targeted users would start using it.

In the training, the RM process was described in terms of (1) how requirements evolve

through consecutive phases and (2) what actions and inputs are requested from the differ-

ent stakeholders during these phases. Thus, an attempt was made to first describe the RM

process as a whole and the role that the different RMS users had in it. This was because

several users reported that it was easier to learn details (such as features of the user-

interface) once they had understood how the RMS artefact allowed them to contribute to
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the RM process. Figure 1 gives an example of a schematic diagram that was used in pre-

senting the RM process.

Figure 1. A Process Illustration.

Since the activities during the earliest phases of NPD had been relatively informal, the BUs

were adaptive in terms of accepting a more formally defined RM process. In fact, some in-

terviewees from R&D noted that it is probably easier to adopt a completely new process

than to revise an existing one for which there are deeply rooted behavioural patterns in

the NPD organization. This may be one of the reasons for why the simple RM process de-

sign, based on the two-layered documentation structure in section IV, did not meet much

resistance in the BUs.

From the viewpoint of scalability, it was critical to construct domain models with the help

of which the amount of requirement information could be managed. A potential pitfall, en-

countered in one of the BUs, was that the need for such domain models might not be evi-

dent when the amount of documents is still small. Yet, as the amount of requirement in-

formation grows, the retrieval of requirements becomes increasingly difficult without

proper domain models. The consideration of domain models can also be motivated by per-

sistency: once a domain model has been in use for some time, one would have to analyze

and possibly revise much of RMS contents in order to replace the domain model by an-

other one.

B. Implications of RMS Deployment on RM Processes

The introduction of the RMS artefact clearly increased the visibility of requirements infor-

mation and defined a traceable RM process. A marketing specialist stated:

“Marketing people are located all over the world and they do not often know

very well the organization and who is responsible for what. I believe that, for

example, a person from Hong Kong, who stays here [in Finland] for a month in

the beginning [for training] and then returns to Hong Kong, will not under-

stand very well where to send the requirements. RMS solves such problems

because the person simply needs to input the requirements and select the re-

lated areas [in product structure] from a list. Immediately when somebody re-
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sponsible for the area has started working on the requirement, one can see the

name of that person and know that the matter is being dealt with.”

In fact, once the artefact had been in use for some time, some users in R&D were sur-

prised by the amount of information that was being shared. This suggests that before it

was adopted, much of this information was sent through one-to-one or one-to-few com-

munication channels (e.g., e-mail), which were not visible to the rest of the NPD organiza-

tion. After the artefact was deployed, the NPD organization as a whole, then, became more

aware of how new product ideas and feature proposals contributed to the development of

subsequent product releases.

Because the RM process had not been formally defined before the artefact was adopted, it

is difficult to ascertain to what extent the artefact may have sped up the development of

new feature proposals. Some users also observed that, in the end, development speed or

even the number of new feature proposals created in a certain time frame should not be

primary objectives: rather, the artefact should ensure that the right features are developed,

i.e., it should help in acquiring all the relevant requirements to support the definition of

new features. In this respect, it was perceived to be successful: for example, the ability to

access it through mobile connections was cited as a feature, which facilitated the submis-

sion of new requirements.

Experiences with RM support also suggest that RMS has helped in improving the quality of

the feature proposals. This was because the artefact (1) assisted in obtaining a broader

knowledge basis from which the proposed features were derived and (2) enforced system-

atic review rounds through which critical reviews were brought in from several experts.

Taken together, the result was an RM process that produced more candidates, which were

more carefully assessed in the NPD organization.

The artefact also seems to have clarified the roles, which the different stakeholders had in

the RM process. That is, while users reported that they had become more aware of the RM

activities, they also mentioned that they had a better understanding of the ways in which

they can best contribute to the RM process. Here, the development and maintenance of

adequate domain models – which extend to organizational responsibilities – seems critical:

these domain models not only help in the identification of specific types of expertise (e.g.,

“who knows about such-and-such a standard?”), but they also allow the development of

metrics based on particular areas of responsibility (e.g., “how long does it take to obtain

feedback on such-and –such a standard?).
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Many of Nokia’s BUs have R&D sites in different countries and even on several continents.

Frequently, these sites need to collaborate on joint projects, and here the artefact has be-

come helpful as it provides a shared communication platform, which contributes to the

integration and co-ordination of RM activities at the different sites. It also supports

benchmarking and organizational learning across product lines and sites by automatically

collecting performance data based on shared and agreed upon metrics (c.f., [50-51]). A

further benefit of having a shared RMS is that those users who move to another site can

continue to work without much interruption because there is little need to learn site-

specific RM practices or solutions.

In many product lines of a company that has grown rapidly since early 1990s and has had

to focus carefully on hiring and managing people and developing their competencies, RMS

has defined an organizational memory which allows new employees to learn about how the

NPD organization has dealt with the earlier product ideas and feature proposals. Thus, the

RMS can also be seen as a training tool with the help of which new employees can more

quickly become productive members of the NPD organization. While the value of such on-

line training is difficult to estimate, some of our interviewees noted that it has been signifi-

cant.

C. Challenges in Reaching Institutionalized RMS Deployment

While the early adoption of RMS was almost trivial whenever there was a strong RMS

champion, it was often extremely challenging and time-consuming to reach the stage of

institutionalized use and the associated benefits described in Section V.B. For example, a

marketing and sales specialist responsible for channelling customer requirements to

product managers in a few product lines stated several months after the adoption of RMS:

“I use RMS very seldom. I just recently checked whether something has hap-

pened there, but not a lot, it has been quiet there. But there has not been an e-

mail note either stating that use that [RMS artefact] again …  you start to as-

sume …  that unless there is some command about using a system, nobody

else is going to use it anyway.”

Most reasons for the challenges were of business, organizational, and processual nature,

but some were also technical and RMS related.

The most notable challenge was that often requirements were not entered in the artefacts

in the first place. Business was very hectic and business customers often casually sug-

gested new functionalities to sales people amidst meetings or negotiations on some other

issues. If the customers did not actively pursue their ideas, it could be difficult for sales
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people to ascertain whether the customers really wanted what they had casually asked for.

Because the RM processes were undefined in the beginning and only gradually con-

structed with the help of RMS artefacts, strict rules for entering such requirements in the

artefacts were missing. As a result, such requirements were not necessarily entered. On

the other hand, requirements critical for closing business-to-business deals quickly with

customers were not always entered either. Negotiators could bypass RMS artefacts entirely

and seek immediate top management approval for new features if they considered the

business benefits to justify such actions. Our interviews did not reveal how common such

activity was but the interviewees stated that bypassing the artefacts was mainly done

when it was absolutely necessary for fast response management. For example, a senior

marketing and sales specialist in one BU stated:

“Requirements that are surfaced during business negotiations and the deci-

sions related to them do not always end up in our RMS. Such a requirement

may already exist [in the RMS artefact] but it may not exist as well and then

the approval of management can be sought even through direct phone calls. It

is a business issue that in that stage we can make a positive decision and

commit to implementing this and then a separate exercise is needed to find out

how to fit the implementation in the [product development] schedule and so

on. This can be done without the artefact, which of course is not necessarily

good from the view point of the [NPD organization as a] whole but from the view

point of our business it can be necessary.”

The desire to use phone and other media besides the RMS artefacts was understandable

especially in the beginning of RMS-enabled RM process development. Business customers

and marketing people were sometimes alienated because they typically wanted to know

the statuses of the requirements they had entered (i.e., whether somebody in R&D was

working on the requirement and so on) but often the statuses were not updated quickly

enough. At the time of the adoption of RMS, the growth of the business and the organiza-

tion was enormous resulting in an ever-increasing number of requirements to deal with.

Development of the RM processes in this context took time and effort. Moreover, the R&D

people typically had a backlog of requirements to work with that reduced their available

resources for dealing with process development and new requirements. The business peo-

ple needed feedback in their daily routines quickly and did not see the point in entering

requirements in the artefact if there did not seem to be fast response. For example, a mar-

keting and sales specialist stated:

“I want some indication whenever something is happening [to a requirement I

have entered]. There should be some defined processing time in the process
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and the tool so you would have some deadline by which you could expect an

answer. What is particularly unmotivating in requirements management is that

you do not get any feedback. If you put something there, it will then just stay

there.”

Marketing people could also be left in the dark in the later stages of product development

even if the R&D people actively worked on the respective requirements. The key reason for

this was that RMS supported product development work only until the product features for

the next release were frozen. In some product lines, the access rights to the RMS artefact

of a product development project were even granted only to those responsible for creating

the requirements specification of the project. Designers, implementers, and testers of the

features used numerous other production tools in the later stages of product development

but not the RMS artefact because it did not benefit them directly. Most tools were not inte-

grated with the artefact, so automatic status updates of requirement documents were not

possible either. As a result, customers and marketing people could usually trace their re-

quirements only till the end of the requirements specification stage to see whether a par-

ticular requirement had been included in a feature proposal or not, and if it had been in-

cluded, whether that proposal had been accepted or rejected. They could not trace through

the artefact what happened to the accepted proposal in the later stages of product devel-

opment.

Another reason for the limited use of RMS artefacts during the later stages of product de-

velopment was that product lines and BUs emphasized the role of requirements specifica-

tion documents as a primary input for the later stages. Designers, implementers, and test-

ers had learnt to rely on the specifications in their work already before the adoption of

RMS. They felt that all the necessary information had to be available in the specifications

and did not consider the browsing of RMS databases very important. Even a new feature of

RMS had to be developed to automate the creation of specification documents to the ex-

tent possible. The feature searched from the database of an RMS artefact for the feature

proposals accepted for the next product release and exported that information into the

specification that could be edited by using a word processor. This specification-centred

view of requirements- and product concept-related organizational memory guaranteed

high usability and accessibility of limited aspects of the memory but was simplistic and

reductionistic as well. For example, most traceability related information could not be in-

corporated in specifications.

Collaboration between marketing and product development was also hampered because

RMS and RMS requirements databases were not shared adequately across product lines
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and BUs, which resulted in coordination problems. An R&D specialist responsible for re-

quirements management in a product line stated:

“For example, customer requirements are collected much too redundantly.

Projects often collect the same things from the same customers. Whenever

projects start, they send questionnaires to the customer interface, that is, sales

asking what customer requirements there might be for such and such a prod-

uct. The customer interface will get so many inquiries that they either do not

care about those or respond very infrequently or give answers that do not have

much relevance.”

Especially the marketing people considered understanding of the domains of use of cus-

tomers absolutely critical for successful product development. RMS was thus designed to

support various representations of the domains of use of customers. For example, busi-

ness process models of telecommunications network operators could easily be attached to

requirement documents. Yet, the interviewees were not convinced of the potential of RMS

in this respect. A senior marketing and sales specialist stated:

“Understanding of the domain of use cannot be conveyed through the RMS ar-

tefact. It is a very difficult thing to communicate through any literary way.

Maybe the best way to facilitate the understanding of the domain and experi-

ences of users is to provide people with an opportunity to meet the users and

hear direct comments from them concerning the products in use or have direct

feedback from them concerning new projects and their specifications. For ex-

ample, busloads of mechanical engineers have been sent to see in what kind of

environments those devices will be used and which practical problems exist. It

should probably be done more systematically but of course it will be away from

product development time so there has to be some sort of a compromise.”

None of the interviewees suggested that the challenges in reaching institutionalized use of

RMS artefacts could be attributed to flaws in the design of RMS. The underlying reasons

for the challenges were organizational in nature. For example, domains of RMS use could

have been represented more adequately in the artefact and the status information of re-

quirements in the artefact could have been updated more effectively in later stages of

product development, if more resources would have been allocated to the RM processes.

An R&D specialist stated:

“…  The RM process has not been thought of a lot. …  Organizational structures

tend to be such that no people can be found in them that would work full time

in the RM stage. They [organizational structures] have been built so there is a
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project organization that at some stage starts to work on the requirements.

Even the projects are in practise established when the RM stage has been

completed. ... We should have full time people to manage RMS databases and

do RM work in the front end and then also to work during the projects to up-

date the RMS databases so we would know for each requirement that now this

project has completed design, implementation, and/or testing of the require-

ment, or the projects should be made responsible for updating the status in-

formation in the databases.”

VI. Conclusions and Future Research

Our research has been driven by the need of large high-tech companies to accelerate NPD

while increasing quality and maintaining or reducing the resource requirements for NPD.

The RMS-enabled RM process development has been the means of meeting these goals. In

this paper, we have started to build an information systems design theory for RMS. Section

III described meta-requirements and Section IV presented the meta-design of RMS, which

describes the class of RMS artefacts meeting the meta-requirements. These product-

related components of the ISDT for RMS were validated in Section V by empirically ana-

lyzing instantiations of RMS in the multi-site product-lines of Nokia.

The RMS meta-design has been deployed to a diverse set of product lines at Nokia. Thus,

we believe that it is relevant to other NPD organizations as well. However, a limitation in

generalizing the meta-requirements and the meta-design is that they have been shaped by

the demands at Nokia’s BUs. Thus, we may have emphasized some aspects of RM proc-

esses while downplaying others that are relevant in other NPD settings. For example,

groupware support for synchronous remote interactions may be helpful in some RM proc-

esses but we have not addressed this issue, partly because our groupware platform did not

support such interactions. Future research in other NPD organizations is thus needed to

refine and validate RMS.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to address in detail the other components of the ISDT

for RMS. In the following, we briefly analyze the kernel theories and testable design prod-

uct hypotheses of the product aspect of an ISDT for RMS. Then we discuss the three com-

ponents of the process aspect of the ISDT: design method, kernel theories, and testable

design process hypotheses. Throughout the analysis, we identify topics for future research

and critically review the ISDT approach.
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Kernel theories are theories from natural or social sciences and mathematics governing de-

sign requirements. Most meta-requirements for RMS (e.g., supporting bi-directional trace-

ability) are derived from RM processes. Some requirements are derived from product do-

mains. Products of large distributed organizations are typically systems products that con-

sist of software and hardware components. Therefore, kernel theories for RMS should inte-

grate systems and software engineering, place RM processes in a holistic product devel-

opment context, help RMS designers understand this context, and build a common lan-

guage to communicate with RM specialists and other stakeholders involved with RM (e.g.,

testing). Process assessment and improvement standards and frameworks such as CMM-I

[53] meet these requirements for kernel theories. They are relevant because they have

been abstracted from the real-life practices of numerous organizations. They help build a

common language because they integrate various supporting theories or management

methods such as benchmarking, organizational learning, and Total Quality Management.

However, their wide scope is also a weakness from the viewpoint of RMS. They need to be

complemented with more focused analyses of the earliest phases of NPD (e.g., [55, pp.

154-177]). In addition, we have identified the organizational memory construct to be use-

ful for designing RMS. In sum, we have found theories drawing on social sciences to play

the most important role in the context of RMS. Future research must analyze these and

other kernel theories in depth to find out whether they pose new meta-requirements that

could lead to the improvement of the ISDT for RMS.

Testable design product hypotheses are used to test whether the meta-design satisfies the

meta-requirements. For example, the following hypothesis can be stated: RMS artefacts

will (A) increase the depth of analysis of requirements (quality item); (B) improve the trace-

ability of requirements (quality item); (C) reduce the cycle-time of new products (time-

related item); (D) increase the number or requirements RM specialists can analyze in a

given time (resource-related item). Further empirical research should study these and

similar hypotheses in many different types of NPD organizations to refine, justify, and vali-

date the ISDT so that it meets the business goals set for the theory. Addressing these is-

sues would not only help NPD organizations improve their RM processes but also extend

the NPD literature towards a deeper appreciation of modern communication technologies.

Design method describes procedures for artefact construction. In the beginning of RMS de-

sign, the pilots were kept simple and robust and delivered to domain experts in the prod-

uct lines in rapid cycles for fast feedback (c.f., [56]). During each cycle, most effort was

spent on refining the design concepts. Coding and testing were relatively straightforward
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activities. Participative design improved quality of RMS, built organizational commitment

to using RMS releases, and enabled product lines to gradually (re)structure their RM proc-

esses around the rules and resources afforded by successive RMS releases. Participative

design could be relied on easily because (A) many experts were IT-skilled engineers who,

besides their normal duties, even sometimes built their own groupware applications and

(B) most marketing people were very competent in leveraging the corporate groupware in-

frastructure. This approach resulted in divergent pilots that met local needs well but were

not necessarily suited for corporate-wide use. Productization of RMS was then conducted

to ensure convergence. After the productization stage had been completed, the baseline

design was placed under rigorous change management so new features could be imple-

mented without jeopardizing corporate-wide use of RMS. Our method balanced divergence

and convergence stages well and we have found it to work also in other settings and proj-

ects. However, the method is abstract and not prescriptive. For example, participative de-

sign should be conducted differently when the organizational IT-related competencies are

not as excellent as they were at Nokia. Therefore, the prescriptive design method compo-

nent must be subjected to further research, refinement, and validation.

Kernel theories of the design process aspect are theories from “natural or social sciences

governing design process itself” [52, p. 43]. Most IS development methods such as

prototyping do not have underlying kernel theories. We did not apply kernel theories spe-

cifically to the design process because Käkölä [49] found that the separation between ker-

nel theories of design product and process is somewhat artificial. He thus called for IS de-

sign and use theories. Structural properties of RMS cannot be separated from the design

processes that constitute the properties and the use processes that are constituted by and

reconstitute the properties. The kernel theories of product and process aspects of RMS

need not be the same but they must be significantly overlapping so that the design theory

can be drawn upon to discuss, understand, and improve design and use processes using

(to the extent possible) the same terms and concepts [49, p. 117]. Otherwise, the coordi-

nated, recursive development of RM processes and RMS may be hampered and the ISDT

may not help organizations achieve their business goals. Future research is needed to

identify and further develop such kernel theories for RMS.

Testable design process hypotheses are used “to verify whether the design method results

in an artefact which is consistent with the meta-design” [52, p. 43]. We have found no sin-

gle design procedure to be vitally important in realizing RMS. From a technological per-

spective, an RMS artefact satisfying the meta-design can be implemented easily and in
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many ways. Providing an exhaustive list of design process hypotheses is thus outside the

scope of this research. Organizational implementation of RMS to achieve the business

goals is much more difficult. From this perspective, the most important aspect of the de-

sign method is its ability to ensure that RM processes and RMS artefacts are successfully

aligned and integrated. Our design method worked relatively well in this respect. Future

research can thus experiment with the following and many other design process hypothe-

ses: The design of RMS artefacts must satisfy both (A) local requirements of business units

to the maximum extent so that the unit-level buy-in is facilitated and (B) the meta-

requirements and meta-design so that a corporate-wide, productized RMS solution can be

obtained.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1. Framework for Analyzing Meta-Requirements for RMS

        RMS support

RMS use
1. Communication 2. Control

A. Context

l Development and applica-
tion of domain models to
support information stor-
age and retrieval

l Use of domain models in the allocation
of responsibilities for the further proc-
essing of requirement information

B. Process
l Enforcement of jointly ap-

proved milestones for
workflow support

l Separation of processes for knowledge
acquisition and decision making

l Clarification of decision criteria and
rules for applying the criteria

C. Content

l Adoption of standard rep-
resentational schemes in
the description of require-
ments information

l Accumulation of a full revision history
with each requirement
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Table 2. Phases in Requirements Management.

Phase Description

Capture The process of collecting new product ideas and requirements from all
relevant sources and with minimal control on representation or content.

Categorization The association of submitted requirements with appropriate context.

Refinement The transformation of requirements information into units about which
a tentative product decision can be made.

Assessment The evaluation of requirements information by all relevant stakeholders
in view of their alignment with the criteria and targets that have been
placed.

Follow-up Systematic monitoring of requirements usage during the later phases of
the product development process.
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Table 3. Two-Layered Document Structure.

Document Definition

Product idea An expression of a customer need or some other desired property
that may call for the implementation of a new or enhanced product
functionality.

Feature proposal A description of product functionality expressed in a sufficiently
detailed and unambiguous format to permit the making of a go/no-
go decision.
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Table 4. The Generic Structure of a Requirement.

Class Question Attributes

Description What is the requirement
about?

m  Description

m  Rationale

Origin Where does the requirement
come from?

m  Author

m  Source

m  Date of creation

Categorization What parts of the product
and the development organi-
zation is the requirement
related to?

m  Traceability links

m  Position in product structure
(c.f., architecture) and associ-
ated organizational responsibili-
ties

m  Interfaces to other product lines

Analysis What are the implications of
the requirement?

m  Status

m  Priority

m  Customer need

m  Required work effort

m  Risks

Workflow What should be done to this
requirement next? By
whom?

m  Task description

m  Assignments to persons

History What has been done to the
requirement? When?

m  Information about all prior edits,
editors, and changes
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 Table 5. Role-, Content-, and Process-Oriented Views for Information Navigation.

Axis of orientation Basis of information organization (Examples in italics)

Role The role in which the user interacts with the requirements data-
base. (e.g., Requirements sorted by their author)

Content Content-related assessments which have been made about the
requirement. (e.g., Requirements sorted by their priority)

Process Stage in the document life-cycle.
(e.g., Requirements sorted by their review status)
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 Table 6. Examples of Metrics.

Type Question

Inputs m  How many new product ideas are being submitted monthly?

m  What percentage of submitted requirements come from customers?

m  Which functions in the NPD organization create requirements?

Outputs m  How many new feature proposals are produced and approved
monthly?

Involvement m  Which persons and organizations are the most active ones in re-
quirement processing?

m  How many weekly read and write operations are there?

m  Who are the key persons in the requirements process?

Efficiency m  How long does it take - on the average - to develop and approve
specifications for a new product functionality?

m  What percentage of suggested functionalities is approved (i.e., what is
the decision yield)?
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 Figure 1. A Process Illustration.
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[TKK1] Numerous social theories can serve as kernel theories of RMS but no single
theory will ever be adequate. Theories should be general and accurate to be useful
but they should also be simple to have broad applicability in practise. Thorngate’s
[54] postulate of commensurate complexity states that a social theory cannot be
simultaneously general, accurate and simple. Only two of the three characteristics
can be realized at any given time [54]. A set of interconnected theories can be d e-
vised so various stakeholders involved in RMS design can leverage them effectively.
For example, general and simple theories could be used to guide those aspects of
RMS design where the views of all stakeholders are necessary and need to be int e-
grated. However, according to the postulate such theories are necessarily abstract
and not accurate, thus having limited presciptive power over RMS meta-design.
General and accurate theories In addition to these three common requirements for
kernel theories, there are more RMS specific requirements.
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[TKK2] Because of the dual nature of technologies, information systems r e-

search must put equal emphasis on design and use of information systems:

information systems design and use theories are needed. I have proposed

kernel theories of DIS such as structuration theory that span design and use

processes, and thus transcend the design focus of design theories.

Information systems researchers must deal with a new level of theoretical

and empirical complexity to properly account for information systems use in

theory development. DIS encourage both theoretical reflection and active i m-

provisation in the enactment, breakdown management, and improvement of

routines. The extent to which prescriptive theories can be extended to govern

the use of DIS is thus an interesting problem for future research.


